Oregon Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision-Related Acronyms, Abbreviations, Jargon & Terms (Revised 2016):

A&D or A/D .......................................................... Alcohol & Drug Treatment

Abscond ........................................ Unauthorized absence from parole or post-prison supervision; a warrant is issued by the Board for arrest

ACRS .......................................................... Automated Criminal Risk Score

Active Supervision ................................ Requires regular contact and monitoring to ensure compliance

Ad Seg .......................................................... Administrative Segregation

Administrative housing beds for those inmates whose notoriety, actions, or threats jeopardize the safety, security, and orderly operation of the facility, staff, visitors, or other inmates.

ADA .......................................................... Americans with Disabilities Act

ADHD .......................................................... Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder

ADJ ............................................................ Adjusted Parole Release Date for Time Served Credits

Administrative Sanction ................................ May include jail, restitution center or treatment facility

AFAMIS .................................................... DOC’s purchasing/budgeting/accounting system

AFSCME ................................................... American Federation of State, County & Municipal Employees

AG ............................................................ Attorney General

Aggravation .................................................. Factors or elements surrounding the crime

AID ............................................................ Adjusted Inception Date

(The date the prison term begins for a group of crimes.)

AIP ............................................................ Alternative Incarceration Program

APAI .......................................................... Association of Paroling Authorities International

APPA .......................................................... American Parole and Probation Association

AR .............................................................. Administrative Review Hearing

ARR ............................................................ Administrative Review Request

AR/PSY ...................................................... Administrative Review Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation

AS 400 ....................................................... DOC’s mainframe computer

AT ............................................................. Attempt
Ballot Measure 10 Offenders…………………………………Those offenders on supervision with crimes committed between December 5, 1986 through October 31, 1989

Bollinger…  ………………………………..Refers to Bollinger v. Board of Parole, 329 Or 505 (1999), in which the court ruled that an inmate has a right to refuse parole under the statutes that were in effect up until 9/20/1985 (i.e. if offender’s crime commitment date falls in that time frame). Offender then serves to his/her good time date and is released with “six months of parole-like supervision” only, cannot be returned to prison, and cannot be sanctioned to more than 90 days. If the crime commitment date is before 7/21/1981, Offender is released with no supervision.

Category B Registrant………… a person of either gender or any age at the time of crime commission who is required to register as a sex offender based only on a conviction for a Category B sex crime.

Category B Sex Crime…..any type of criminal offense within the scope of “Category B offenses” used to administer the Static-99R and listed in Exhibit Q-II and which is also a sex crime for which reporting is required.
CCH……………………………………………………………………………Corrections/Computerized Criminal History
CCCI ………………………………………………………………………………Coffee Creek Correctional Institution
(Houses female inmates; intake for all offenders entering DOC) (Wilsonville)
CCIC……………………………………………………………………………………….Coffee Creek Intake Center
CCM…………………………………………………………………………………………Correctional Case Management
CCOM…………………………………………………………………………………Oregon Interstate Compact for Adult Community Supervision
CD28 ………………………………………………………………………………..Form inmate uses to make a payment from his/her account
CH……………………………………………………………………………………………..Courtesy Hearing (conducted for another state)
Chrono…Short for chronology. Chronological list of offender events, contacts and notations. Recorded by authorized personnel in CIS.
CHS…………………………………………………………………………………………….Criminal History Scale
CI……………………………………………………………………………………………..Confidential Informant
CIS…………………………………………………………………………………………… Corrections Information Systems (Integrated offender database & tracking system)
CJC…………………………………………………………………………………………..Criminal Justice Commission
CJIS…………………………………………………………………………………………Criminal Justice Information Services
CMIS……………………………………………………………………………………………Corrections Management Information System
CN…………………………………………………………………………………………………Conspiracy
CNT………………………………………………………………………………………..Count number of the case number (from CIS)
Code……………………………………………………………………………………………..Termination code for offense
CO……………………………………………………………………………………………..Correctional Officer
Cog……………………………………………………………………………………………Cognitive
Compensatory Fines…………………………………………………………………Court-imposed penalty for a crime (different from restitution)
CPAI…………………………………………………………………………………………Correctional Programs Assessment Inventory
CRCI………………………………………………………………………………………Columbia River Correctional Institution (Portland)
CRI…………………………………………………………………………………………Confidential Informant
Cr Tm Svd……………………………………………………………………………Credit for time served towards prison term
Crime Commitment Date……………………………………………………………Used to determine which ORS/OARs apply
Crime Spree……………………Set of criminal activities congruent in time or actually overlapping that are so joined by place and circumstances as to be the product of a continuous disposition or intent

CS………………………………………………………………………………………………Consecutive Sentences
CSC…………………………………………………………………………….Community Supervision & Programs
CSR……………………………………………………………………………..Crime Severity Rating
CSS……………………………………………………………………………Criminal Seriousness Scale
CTP……………………………………………………………………………Correctional Treatment Program
CTS…………………………………………………………………………Counseling & Treatment Services (now BHS)
CTS……………………………………………………………………………..County Time Served
CTS……………………………………………………………………………..Credit for Time Served
Cumulative Sanc…………………………………..Total revocation sanction days used for PPS violations
Current Adm DT……………………………………………..Admit date for most recent group of crimes
CURE……………………………………………………………………Citizens United for the Rehabilitation of Errants
CVU……………………………………………………………………Crime Victims United
Dang Off……………………………………………………………………Dangerous Offender
DAS……………………………………………………………………Department of Administrative Services
Date of Return…………………………………The date another in-state or out-of-state jurisdiction physically returns an inmate to Department of Corrections’ custody following a hold
Days Avail…………………………………..Number of sanction days available for PPS violations
DD………………………………………………………………Developmentally Disabled
Decision……………………………………………..Consecutive number given to BAF’s prepared for inmate/offender
De Novo Hearing……………………A new initial prison term hearing, required when a court orders additional consecutive sentences for crimes that occurred prior to the first prison term hearing
DHS………………………………………………………………………Department of Human Services
Discretionary System ……………Applies to an offender whose crime was committed before 1/16/1977 (when the first “matrix” rules were put in place). The Board had significant discretion to defer or deny parole up until the moment the inmate was physically released from prison.
DO……………………………………………………………………………..Dangerous Offender
DOB……………………………………………………………………Date of Birth
DOC …………………………………………………………………………………………………. Department of Corrections
DOC 400 ………………………………………………………………………………………… DOC computer network
DOJ …………………………………………………………………………………………… Department of Justice
DPSST ………………………………………………………………………………………… Department of Public Safety Standards & Training
DR ……………………………………………………………………………………………… Disciplinary Report (inmate)
DRCI ………………………………………………………………………………………… Deer Ridge Correctional Institution (Madras)
DRO …………………………………………………………………………………………… Disability Rights Oregon
DSU …………………………………………………………………………………………… Disciplinary Segregation Unit (Beds which separate an inmate from the general population of the facility in accordance to DOC rule.)
DT (or Dt) ………………………………………………………………………………………. Date
EAP …………………………………………………………………………………………… Employment Assistance Program
EBP …………………………………………………………………………………………… Evidence-Based Practices
EEOC …………………………………………………………………………………………… Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
EI ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. Exit Interview Hearing
EI/PSY ………………………………………………. Exit Interview Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation
EI/RPT ………………………………………………………………….. Exit Interview Hearing with a Report
EOCI …………………………………………………………………………………………… Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution (Pendleton)
EP ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. Emergency Preparedness
ERB …………………………………………………………………………………………… Employment Relations Board
ERP …………………………………………………………………………………………… Emergency Response Plan
ET ……………………………………………………………………………………………….. Earned Time
ETC …………………………………………………………………………………………… Earned Time Credits
ETCF …………………………………………………………………………………………. Earned Time Computation Form
Exhibits ……………………………………………. Board forms that are referenced in the Board’s OARs

Exhibit R ……………………………Method by which a SGL offender may be returned to DOC custody; applies only to those serving a term of PPS for a felony crime committed after 7/14/1997, & otherwise qualifying under OAR 255-075-0073(2). Offender must score at least 44 points on the assessment.

Exp …………………………………………………………………………………………… Expiration
Extend……………………………………… Subject’s sentence is made longer by inoperative time, when the minimum period of supervision is lengthened

Extradite………………..Board orders offender to be returned to Oregon from a different state, usually in conjunction with the Governor’s Office and Department of Corrections

FA……………………………………………………………………………………….Field Activity Approved

Face Sheet……………………………………..Summary of offender identification information, offenses, contacts and notations. Recorded by authorized personnel in CIS

FAUG………………………………………………………………………………….Field Automation User’s Group

FC………………………………………………………………………………Felony Classification for the offense

FD………………………………………………………………………………….Future Disposition Hearing

FD/ADM……………………………………………..Future Disposition/Administrative Review Hearing

FD/PSY……………………………………Future Disposition Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation

FH………….Future Disposition/File Pass (no hearing held – usually when revocation is 180 days or less)

FSN…………………………………………………………………………..…Financial Services Network

FLSA……………………………………………………………………………...Fair Labor Standards Act

FMLA………………………………………………………………..Federal Family & Medical Leave Act

FOF ……………………………………………………………………………….Finding of Fact

FTE……………………………………………………………………………………Full Time Equivalent

FUM…………………………………………………………………………….Functional Unit Manager

G#.................................Group – Set of crimes of violations being heard at Board hearing

GC………………………………………………………………………….General Condition (of supervision)

GED…………………………………………………………………………..….General Education Development

General Condition 2………………Condition of supervision that states offender is not to use or possess controlled substances except pursuant to a medical prescription.

General Condition 10 ……….Condition of supervision that states offender must obey all laws, municipal, county, state and federal.

GP………………………………………………………………….General Population

Grid………………………………………………………………………………...Sentencing Guidelines Grid Setting Prison Term
GTD ………………………………………………………………………..Good Time Date (the date when an offender’s sentence will expire, if he or she is incarcerated on that date; the good time date has no meaning once an offender is released on parole.)

H/RS …………………………………………………………………………………….History Risk Score

HB ……………………………………………………………………………………………..House Bill

HB 2320 (2015) ……………………………House bill directing Board to conduct sex offender assessments

HB 2549 (2013) ……………………………House bill creating sex offender notification levels

HGO ……………………………………………………………………………………. Home for Good in Oregon

HIPAA …………………………………………………………………………..Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act

HO ……………………………………………………………………………………………Hearings Officer

HR …………………………………………………………………………………………..Human Resources

H/RS …………………………………………………………………………………………History Risk Score

HS …………………………………………………………………………………………..Health Services

I/M …………………………………………………………………………………………..Inmate

IA ………………………………………………………………………………………….Internal Affairs (now SIU)

IAC …………………………………………………………………………………………Inactive File

IAD ………………………………………………………………………………………….Inmate Assessment Data

IC ……………………………………………………………………………………………..Inchoate Crime Refers to the act of preparing for or seeking to commit other crimes; i.e. attempt (AT), solicitation (SL), conspiracy (CN)

IC ……………………………………………………………………………………………..Interstate Compact

ICAOs ………………………………………………………………………………. Interstate Commission for Adult Offender Supervision

ICCA …………………………………………………………………………………………..International Community Corrections Association

ICE …………………………………………………………………………………………..Immigration & Customs Enforcement

ICOTS …………………………………………………………………………………………..Interstate Compact Offender Tracking System

IG …………………………………………………………………………………………..Inspector General

IH/RPT …………………………………………………………………………………………..In-House with a Report

IH …………………………………………………………………………………………..In-House Activity

IH/PSY …………………………………………………………………………………………..In-House Activity with a Psychological Evaluation
IMU .............................Intensive Management Unit (beds designated for inmates scoring at custody Level 5 and demonstrate behaviors that cannot be controlled in other housing.)

Inactive Supervision...........Does not require regular contact and monitoring by PO; however, offender must comply with all supervision conditions except GC #1, pay supervision fees. A warrant may still be issued even if offender is on inactive supervision. Applies only to BM10 and SGL cases

In-Focus..................................Dual-diagnosis treatment program at CCCF

Initial Parole Release Date..............The date assigned to an inmate for parole release based on the matrix range, aggravation, mitigation, and judicially imposed minimum sentence(s)

Inmate ................................Any person under the supervision of the Department of Corrections or a local supervisory authority (LSA) who is not on parole, post-prison supervision, or probation status

Inoperative Time.....................Time spent on abscond or escape, which does not count toward service of the sentence, parole, or PPS

INS ......................................Immigration & Naturalization Services (now called ICE)

Inst..................................................Institution

Intensive Supervision..........Enhanced level of supervision exceeding a county’s high-risk standards

Interstate Compact Agreement......... Allows offenders under supervision in all 50 states and three Territories to transfer to another state or Territory under certain conditions

ISSD........................................Information Systems Software Development

ISU.....................................................Inmate Services Unit

ITM...........................................................Institution Transitions Manager

IWP............................................................Inmate Work Programs

J MIN......................................................Judicially imposed minimum sentence

JAM..............................................................Juvenile Aggravated Murder

JV...........................................................Juvenile Aggravated Murder Review Hearing

JVAG.....................................................Juvenile Aggravated Murder Prison Term Hearing

JV/PSY..............................Juvenile Aggravated Murder Review Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation

JV/RPT...............................Juvenile Aggravated Murder Hearing with a Report

Kite/Kyte........................................Inmate Communication Form

L/M............................................................Labor/Management

LEDS..............................................Law Enforcement Data System
Level 1 Offender.............................................Sex offender scored as low risk for reoffending
Level 2 Offender.............................................Sex offender scored as moderate risk for reoffending
Level 3 Offender.............................................Sex offender scored as high risk for reoffending
LFO........................................................................................................ Legislative Fiscal Office
Lift.............................................................The removal of a warrant or the release of an offender from the Board’s hold
LINUS........................................................................................................ Statewide legislative tracking system
LOA........................................................................................................ Leave of Absence
LOA........................................................................................................ Letter of Agreement
Local Control...............................................Cases sentenced to 12 months or less, served in jails, not in prisons
Locate.................................A teletype sent on an offender from an arresting agency verifying the subject is in custody on a Board warrant
LOP........................................................................................................ Loss of Privileges (inmate disciplinary sanctions)
LPSCC................................................................................................... Local Public Safety Coordinating Councils
LS/CMI................................................Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (sex offender assessment)
LSA........................................................................................................ Local Supervisory Authority
LSI (R) .................................................................................................. Level of Service Inventory (revised)
LWOP..................................................................................................... Leave Without Pay
M-4.............................Ballot Measure 4 (Sets minimum sentence for repeat offenders; 1988, ORS 137.635)
M-10..............................................................Measure 10 (Crime Victims Bill of Rights; 1986)
Prohibits discharge from parole before the sentence expiration date (effective 12/4/1986 to 11/1/1989).
M-11..............................................................Measure 11 (Mandatory Minimum Sentencing; 1994)
M-17..............................................................Measure 17 (Inmate Work Act; 1994)
M-57.............................Measure 57 (Increased sentences/treatment for certain offenders; 2008)
M-74..................Measure 74 (Truth in Sentencing/terms of imprisonment must be fully served; 1999)
Matrix.................................................................A table that displays the matrix ranges
Matrix Exp DT.................................DOC computed date equals longest sentence expiration date
for matrix cases based on court-ordered sentences, plus any inoperative time less any time served credit
Matrix Range……………..…Range of months within which the Board has discretion to set a prison term
Matrix……………………………………..Sentencing system for crimes from 1/26/1977 to 11/1/1989
MCCF…………………………………………………………….Mill Creek Correctional Facility (Salem)
MED…………………………………………………………………Mentally/Emotionally Disturbed
MH……………………………………………………………………………………………Mental Health
Min Supv…………………………………………………………..Minimum Period of Active Supervision
MISD…………………………………………………………………………………………..Misdemeanor
Mitigation…………………………………………Factors or elements surrounding the crime that decrease the seriousness of the criminal episode or reflect on the character of the prisoner, to be found by the Board
MMPI………………………………………………………...Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
Month Set……………………………………..Three-character numeric code indicating number of months offender is required to serve before being placed on parole
Morrissey Hearing……………………………….A hearing to determine whether a violation of conditions of parole or PPS occurred, and whether the hearings officer should recommend the offender return to custody or continue on supervision with additional conditions. Morrissey v. Brewer 408 U.S. 471 (1972)
MOU ........................................................................................................... Memorandum of Understanding
MR…………………………………………………………………….Aggravated Murder Review Hearing
MR……………………………………………………………………………………….Misconduct Report
MR/DD………………………………………..Mentally Retarded/Developmentally Delayed
MR/PSY……………………………Aggravated Murder Review Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation
MR/RPT………………………………………………..Aggravated Murder Review Hearing with a Report
NA……………………………………………………………………………………Narcotics Anonymous
Next Action…………………………………….……….A four-digit alpha code to indicate the next Board activity to schedule for inmate/offender, plus the date the action will occur
NCIC…………………………………………………………...National Crime Information Center
NCIRC…………………………………………………………………...National Criminal Intelligence Resource Center
NFF………………………………………………………………………………. National Fingerprint File
NIC………………………………………………………………………...National Institute of Corrections
O……………………………………………………………………………………Offender
Offender…………………………………………………… Any person under the supervision of the DOC or a local supervisory authority who is not presently in the custody of a correctional facility, including persons on probation, parole, or post-prison supervision. Also used interchangeably with inmate.

Offense……………………………………………………….Abbreviation code for crime (from CIS)

Offender…………………………………………………… Any person under the supervision of the DOC or a local supervisory authority who is not presently in the custody of a correctional facility, including persons on probation, parole, or post-prison supervision. Also used interchangeably with inmate.

Offense……………………………………………………….Abbreviation code for crime (from CIS)

OFLA…………………………………………………………………………….Oregon Family Leave Act

OISC………………………………………………………Offender Information & Sentence Computation (The office in DOC that computes sentences, release dates, good time, earned time, tolling dates, etc.)

OJIN…………………………………………………………………Oregon Judicial Information Network

OOS……………………………………………………………………………….Oregon Offender Search

OOS…………………………………………………………………………………………….Out-of-State

OPE………………………………………………………………………………Other Personnel Expenses

Opt-in Date …………………………………….Date when discretionary-system offender signed a request to be considered under the matrix rules. The rules in effect on this date are applied to offender.

Order of Supervision……………………………………….General and Special Conditions of Supervision (Issued by BOPPS on each offender leaving prison on parole or post-prison supervision.)

Oregon ReEntry Wiki………………………………………………One-Stop Shop for Reentry Services

ORS……………………………………………………………………………….Oregon Revised Statutes

Original Admit DT………………….Original date of arrival at any DOC institution for a group of crimes

Original Length………….Amount of sanction days originally available for revocation on SGL cases only
OSCI ................................................................. Oregon State Correctional Institution (Salem)
OSH ................................................................. Oregon State Hospital
OSHA ................................................................. Occupational Safety & Health Administration
OSP ................................................................. Oregon State Penitentiary (Salem)
OSP ................................................................. Oregon State Police
OSPM ................................................................. Oregon State Penitentiary Minimum (Salem)
OT ................................................................. Offense Type
OYA ................................................................. Oregon Youth Authority
PARA ............................................................... Three-character code denoting ORS paragraph

Parole .............................................................. A Board-authorized conditional release from a state correctional facility into the community or to a detainer. Applies only to offenders whose crimes were committed prior to 11/1/89 and to those sentenced as aggravated murderers, murderers, or as dangerous offenders, regardless of crime date.

Parole Rel Dt ......................................................... Release date set for inmate/offender by the Board either for the prison term or a revocation sanction as the date the inmate/offender is paroled or incarceration ends

P&F ................................................................. Police & Fire (PERS status)
P&P ................................................................. Parole & Probation
PA ................................................................. Personnel Action or Performance Appraisal
PAI ................................................................. Personality Assessment Inventory
PB ................................................................. Probation Revocation offense
PBMIS ............................................................ Parole Board Management Information System
PC ................................................................. Parole Consideration Hearing
PC ................................................................. Protective Custody
PCAN ............................................................ Post Conviction Advocacy Network
PC/PSY ........................................................... Parole Consideration Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation
PC/RPT ........................................................... Parole Consideration Hearing with a Report
PD ................................................................. Position Description
PD ................................................................. Predatory Sex Offender Designation Hearing
Peek v. Thompson, 160 Or. App. 260 (1999), held that in order to defer a PRD for offenders whose crimes were committed from 5/19/1988 to 10/31/1989, the Board must find the psychological evaluation constitutes a finding that O has a present severe emotional disturbance such as to constitute a danger to the health or safety of the community. The practical effect is that the psychological evaluation must contain an Axis I or Axis II diagnosis.

Per PO. A condition imposed by the Board on an offender where the supervising officer (PO) has full discretion as to whether or not the condition should be enforced for that offender at any given time.

Post-Prison Supervision. Applies to crimes committed after 10/21/89. A term, as set by statute or the court, under the supervision of DOC or a local supervisory authority.

PPSP. Sentencing guidelines months of post-prison supervision ordered by judge.
PR………………………………………………………………………………………………….Personal Review Hearing
PR/ADM……………………………………………………………………………Administrative Personal Review Hearing
PR/PSY………………………………………………………………………………………..Personal Review Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation
PR/RPT…………………………………………………………………………………………Personal Review Hearing with a Report
PRAS…………………………………………………………………………………………..Inmate Performance Recognition Award System
PRCF……………………………………………………………………………………………..Powder River Correctional Facility (Baker City)
PRD……………………………………………………………………………………………Projected Release Date
PREA……………………………………………………………………………………………..Prison Rape Elimination Act
Pre-BM10………………………………………………………………………………………Offenders on supervision with crimes committed before December 4, 1986
PRIN…………………………………………………………………………………………………Range of months for the crime holding the highest crime severity rating within the group
Probable Cause……………………………………………………………………………………...A substantial objective basis for believing that more likely than not an offense or violation has been committed and the person to be arrested has committed it
PSI…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Pre-Sentence Investigation
PSJ…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Partnership for Safety & Justice
PSO…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Predatory Sex Offender
PSR…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Post-Sentence Report
PT…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Prison Term Hearing
Prison Term………………………………………………………………………………………The Board-established time the inmate must serve before becoming eligible for parole. The Board establishes a projected initial parole release date at the PT hearing, in accordance with applicable laws and the Board’s OARs.
PT/PSY………………………………………………………………………………………………Prison Term Hearing with a Psychological Evaluation
PTA…………………………………………………………………………………………………..Prison Term Analyst
Prison Term………………………………………………………………………………………The Board established time the inmate must serve before the initial parole release date, in accordance with applicable laws and the Board's Administrative Rules.
Prison Term Hearing…………………………………………………………………………………………The hearing at which the Board establishes the prison term
Public Record………………………………………………………………………………………any information that is prepared, owned, used or retained by a state agency or political subdivision; relates to an activity, transaction or function of a state agency or political subdivision; and is necessary to satisfy the fiscal, legal, administrative or historical policies, requirements or needs of the state agency.
PV…………………………………………………………………………………………….Parole Violator
PV………………………………………………………………………………………….. Parole Violation
Reactivate………………….Offenders on inactive supervision who have violated supervision by having
alleged new crimes or dangerous behavior; offender is then placed back on active supervision
REC…………………………………………………………………………………………...Governor’s Re-entry Council
RECBKS……………………………………………………………………………….Records Bookshelves
Registered Victim………………………………………………………………A victim of crime who has registered
with the Board by providing a current mailing address
Restit…………………………………………………………………………………………..Restitution
Revocation…………………An action to terminate an offender’s parole or post-prison supervision
Rorschach……………...................................................A psychological test in which subjects’ perceptions
of inkblots are recorded and then analyzed
Sanc Length………………Length of Board-imposed revocation sanction days for PPS violations
Sanction………………….Punishment applied to an offender while under Parole or PPS for
violating their conditions of supervision
S MIN………………………………………………………………Statutory minimum sentence imposed by statute
S99…………………………………………………………………………………………….Static-99
SA………………………………………………………………………………………….Supervising Authority
SAIF……………………………………………………………………………………..State Accident Insurance Fund
SB………………………………………………………………………………………..Senate Bill
SC……………………………………………………………………………………..Special Condition (of supervision)
SC…………………………………………………………………………….Sub-Category assigned by Board to the offense
SCCI………………………………………………………………………..Shutter Creek Correctional Institution (North Bend)
SCF……………………………………………………………………………………Special Case Factor
SCI…………………………………………………………………………...Santiam Correctional Institution (Salem)
SCWC………………………………………………………………………….Shutter Creek Work Center
SDC……………………………………………………………………………..State Data Center
Second Look………………………….Reexamination by a court, through a hearing, of the sentences of
a small class of juvenile offenders who were tried and sentenced in adult court (ORS 420A.203)

SED..................................................................................................Salary Eligibility Date

SEG..................................................................................................Segregation

Sentence.............................................................................................Judicially imposed sentence

Sentence Begin Date........................................................................Date offender began serving sentence

Sentencing Date................................................................................Date on which offender was sentenced

Serious Physical Injury......................................................................Any physical injury which creates a substantial risk of death, or which causes serious and protracted disfigurement, or impairment of health or protracted loss or impairment of the function of any bodily organ

Sex crime.........................................................................................has the definition contained in ORS 181.805(5)

Sex Offender..............a person who has been convicted of a sex crime; has been found guilty except for insanity of a sex crime; has been convicted in another United States court of a crime: that would constitute a sex crime if committed in this state; or for which the person would have to register as a sex offender in that court’s jurisdiction, or as required under federal law, regardless of whether the crime would constitute a sex crime in this state; or is described in ORS 163A.025 (1).

Sex Offender Package A.........................................................Required by statute to be applied to all offenders who have been convicted of a sex crime as defined in ORS 181.594, and applies to offenders currently serving a term of parole, PPS or probation for a sex crime as defined in (RS 181.594.

Sex Offender Package B.........................................................Applied by the Board to offenders who have previously been convicted of a sex crime but are no longer on any type of supervision for the crime, or to offenders who have a history of sex crimes (does not require a conviction), or if the Board believes there is a factual basis to impose the conditions. This package is generally imposed “per PO.”

SFFC......................................................................................South Fork Forest Camp (Tillamook)

SFMS......................................................................................Statewide Financial Management System

SGL..................................................Sentencing Guidelines, applies to crimes committed on or after November 1, 1989

SHU.............................................................................................Special Housing Unit

Shuttle......................Warrant issued extraditable only from states participating in the shuttle system

SID.................................................................State Identification (Number) for inmate

SINO ..........................................................................................Shawna is number one

SIU.................................................................Special Investigations Unit

SL..............................................................................................Solicitation
SMT ...............................................................Scars, Marks & Tattoos
SMT .............................................................Security Management Team
SMU ............................................................Special Management Unit
SNIEC .........................................................Special Needs Inmate Evaluation Committee
SO or S/O .....................................................Sex Offender
SO ............................................................Supervising Officer
SONL ........................................................Sex Offender Notification Levels
SOON ........................................................Statewide Office Operations Network
SOR ..........................................................Sex Offender Registry
SOSN ........................................................Sex Offender Supervision Network
Special Condition …… A condition of supervision specifically written to apply to an individual offender
SRCI ........................................................Snake River Correctional Institution (Ontario)
SSN ............................................................Social Security Number
SSTIR .........................................................Suspected Security Threat Intelligence Report
ST ..............................................................Type of sentence judicially imposed
STARR ......................................................Striving to Achieve Responsibility & Recovery
Static-99 ......................................................Sex offender evaluation/assessment tool
Static-99R ................................................Sex offender evaluation/assessment tool (Revised 2012)
STG ............................................................Security Threat Group
STM ..........................................................Security Threat Management
STO ............................................................Sick Time Off
Stranger .....................................................A person who is either unknown to a victim; or with whom the victim has a superficial acquaintance, or acquaintance of short duration or infrequent contact
Subpoena Duces Tecum ..................................A subpoena requiring the party to appear at a hearing with a document or piece of evidence to be examined at the hearing
SUMMIT ..................................Success Using Motivation, Morale, Intensity & Treatment Program (AIP at SCCI)
Supervising Officer ........................................Parole and post-prison supervision officer
Supervisory Authority………………………..The state or local corrections agency or official designated in each county by that county's Board of County Commissioners or County Court to operate correction supervision services, custodial facilities, or both (per ORS 144.087(1))

Suspend & Detain……………………………….The Board hold placed on an offender in custody at a jail

SVDO……………………………………………………………….Sexually Violent Dangerous Offender
A designation for an inmate/offender who has psychopathic personality features, sexually deviant arousal patterns or interests and a history of sexual assault, and who the Board or Local Supervisory Authority finds presents a substantial probability of committing an offense listed in OAR 255-060-0008(6). Upon designation, the offender is subject to intensive supervision. Not the same as the Court’s SVDO designation (see below)

SVDO (court)…………………………………………………….. Sexually Violent Dangerous Offender
A designation made by the court at sentencing; not the same as the Board’s SVDO designation (above)

T4C…………………………………………………………………..Thinking for a Change (cognitive program)

Term Date……………………………………………………………..Termination Date of offense

TL or T/L……………………………………………………………………..Transitional Leave

TPD……………………………………………………………………….Tentative Parole Discharge Date; minimum supervision offender must serve before being eligible for discharge; applies only to Pre-BM10 cases

TRCI………………………………………………………………….Two Rivers Correctional Institution (Umatilla)

TSA…………………………………………………………………..Technical Support Analyst

TSM………………………………………………………………… Transitional Services Manager

Tx……………………………………………………………………………Treatment

UA………………………………………………………………….. Urinalysis

UI………………………………………………………………………..Urinalysis

Unauthorized Absence…………………………………….Time spent outside a state correctional facility without authorization from Department of Corrections or local supervisory authority, whether it is an escape or an unauthorized departure

UWL……………………………………………………………….Universal Waitlist (AS400)

(a) Any person determined by the prosecuting attorney, the court or the Board to have suffered direct financial, psychological, or physical harm as a result of a crime that is the subject of a proceeding conducted by the State Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision.

(b) Any person determined by the Board to have suffered direct financial, social, psychological, or physical harm as a result of some other crime connected to the crime that is the subject of a proceeding conducted by the State Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision. The term “some other crime connected to the crime that is the subject of the proceeding” includes:
other crime(s) connected through plea negotiations, or admitted at trial to prove an element of the offense. The Board may request information from the District Attorney of the committing jurisdiction to provide substantiation for such a determination.

(c) Any person determined by the Board to have suffered direct financial, social, psychological, or physical harm as a result of some other crime connected to the sentence for which the offender seeks release that is the subject of a proceeding conducted by the State Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision. The term “connected to the sentence for which the offender seeks release” includes other crime(s) which were used as a basis for: a departure sentence, a merged conviction, a concurrent or a consecutive sentence, an upper end grid block sentence, a dangerous offender sentence, a sentence following conviction for murder or aggravated murder.

VINE………………………………………………………………….Victim Information & Notification Everyday

VTO………………………………………………………………………………..Vacation Time Off

Warrant……………………………………………………………………….A document entered into LEDS ordering the arrest of offenders who have absconded from supervision

WCCF………………………………………………………….Warner Creek Correctional Facility (Lakeview)

WFD……………………………………………………………………………….Workforce Development

WH………………………………………………………………………….Waiver of Prison Term Hearing

WHALE…………………………………………………….Work Housing Assignment Levels Evaluation

WOC…………………………………………………………………………….Work Out of Classification